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Abstract: Our public square is in need of much refurbishment, if not reconstruction. Access for many
seems barred by various ideological platforms and walls. Some are deemed too much of this, another
too much of that: liberal, religious, anti-Trump, anti-Brexit, pro-life, anti-gay—whatever the label or
brand—and some access points are opened, others closed. Gatekeepers are many, deeming who really
counts, who really represents. The public square, of course, should be big, bustling, semi-chaotic
“places”, rife with ideas, questions, passion, and curiosity, yet measured by standards of decorum,
listening, and mutual respect. Most importantly, it should be characterized by a robust (or spunky)
humility, aware of its strengths and its weaknesses. It is fair to say that in 2019, our public square
could use a little uplift. While certainly not a miracle cure, nor the only possible salves, interfaith
dialogue, religious pluralism, liberation theology, and secular humanism have much in their favor to
nuance, challenge, and yes, purify our present polarized, and so sometimes catatonic public square.
After a brief overview first explaining the title, along with what is meant in this paper by the secular
and humility, it will then be argued how interfaith dialogue, religious pluralism, liberation theology,
and secular humanism can liberate and purify our public square discourse—namely by practicing
and promoting a robust humility.

Keywords: Interfaith Dialogue; Religious Pluralism; Liberation Theology; Secular Humanism; Public
Square

1. Repairing the Public Square

Our public square (or sphere)1 is in need of much refurbishment, if not reconstruction. Access for
many seems barred by various ideological platforms and walls. Some ideas and people are deemed
too excessive or too lukewarm, whether liberal, religious, anti-Trump, anti-Brexit, pro-life, anti-gay—
whatever the label or brand. Based on claims or perception of identity, some access points are opened,
others closed. Gatekeepers are many, deeming who really counts, who really represents. The cost of
all these delays is insurmountable; and the cliché of a number of “workers” (read: leaders) standing
around while so much needs to be done remains risible. Blaming others is a standard response.
The public square, of course, should be big, bustling, semi-chaotic “places,”2 rife with hypotheses,

1 (Habermas 2006). On public reason, see (Rawls 1997).
2 Extending the spatial and architectural metaphors of the physical public square with the intellectual and democratic public

square under discussion, see, for example, (Osnos 2016). Such a physical space is not only restricted to those who strive to
keep alive the memory of victims of the 4 June Massacre, but the Chinese communist government which actively restricts
access in expressing, supporting, or asking questions about related issues of freedom, State oppression, and truth inquiries.
In this regard, see the testimonies presented in (Liao 2019).
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questions, passion, and curiosity, yet measured by standards of decorum, listening, and mutual respect.
It should be about encounter and exposure, especially to what seems new, challenging, or oppositional.
Such sights should be met and perceived with a robust (or spunky) humility, aware of both strengths
and weaknesses. It is fair to say that in 2019, our public square could use a little uplift. While certainly
not miracle solutions, nor the only possible salves, embracing interfaith dialogue, religious pluralism,
liberation theology, and secular humanism has much in its favor to embellish, touch-up, remodel, and
purify our present polarized, and so sometimes catatonic, public square.

After a brief overview, first explaining the title, along with what is meant in this article by the
secular and humility, I will then argue how interfaith dialogue, religious pluralism, liberation theology,
and secular humanism can liberate and purify our public square discourse. I will also highlight
the need to practice and promote a robust humility which adds nuance, greater complexity, deeper
transparency, and sincere acknowledgement of our mutual brokenness. This combination can cultivate
greater listening and ongoing learning—prerequisites for a healthy public square.

2. Humility and the Secular

At first glance, this article may seem to be arguing, not just for more religion in the public square,3

but a certain kind of religious expression or identity—namely one embedded in the practice of interfaith
dialogue, the reality of religious pluralism, and the tenets of liberation theology. The fourth and final
piece in the title, secular humanism, can seem like an outlier, though, causing inevitable contradiction,
clash, and an ideological cacophony. If this article is arguing for more religion in the public square,
how can it also argue for the promotion of atheist ideology, and if advocating a strictly non, or possibly
anti-religious secular humanism, why is this position included not only with interfaith dialogue and
religious pluralism, but a specific kind of (Christian) theology: liberation theology?

While some may see clash and conflict, I see a wealth of humbling and a call for deeper questioning
and doubt. While no one can fully embody all of these areas, there are benefits in keeping them
together (in tension), especially both atheist and a particular religious identity, along with the more
expansive notions of religious pluralism and interfaith dialogue. There are constant challenges in such
pairings. Why, for example, does religious pluralism need specific religious belonging and identity? Why
does a specific religious identity need to engage in interfaith dialogue; and why does such interfaith
dialogue also need to include secular humanists (and other atheists and nontheists) in the conversations?
It is within these checks and balances that claims of any religious or ideational triumphalism can be
challenged, a humbling that both encourages and demands greater cooperation and listening to others.

Ultimately, the analysis and dialogue below are, in many ways, just a practice and test for those
groups and individuals these pairings would struggle to converse with: especially those deemed
conservative, exclusivists, religious fundamentalists, radical New Atheists, and other less dignified
titles. For that is the real test of a robust public square: to provide space and voice even to what is
antithetical to your argument, hope, and vision.

It is my contention that the four areas promoted in this article can help foster and sustain those
more difficult discussions.

What do I mean, then, by the secular, and why promote humility, a rather weak, and easily co-opted
virtue?4 Fundamentally, promoting healthy doubt and questioning are needed for honest, transparent
conversations in the public square, but too often, there are fears of compromising and admitting
frailty and weakness. This false rigidity and false claim for wholeness mean truth is manipulated,
hidden, or avoided. What gets prioritized is presenting one’s supposed strongest, most appealing

3 For pertinent examinations of religion and the public square, see, for example, (Juergensmeyer et al. 2015; Barbieri 2014;
Biggar and Hogan 2009). For my analysis of (Taylor 2004), see (Admirand 2010).

4 Humility has been rightly challenged in many feminist arguments citing how women have been expected or forced to be
silent, submissive, and weak; in a word, humble, though that kind of coerced and spineless humility is obviously challenged
and debunked here.
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public (Facebook) face. Governments, religious institutions, politicians, generals, and the powerful
may momentarily acknowledge some previous mistake (if they do so at all) but carefully distance
themselves from any personal backlash or simply hide behind tradition, the Constitution, theological
doctrine, and misty phrases like: the past. For example, the Catholic Church, through John Paul II’s
series of apologies, and as reflected in the Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews’ 1997
document, “We Remember”, on the Shoah, still seemed to separate and disassociate responsibility of
the ecclesial, sacramental Church while speaking about the sins and mistakes of individual Christians.
We read, for example: “At the end of this Millennium the Catholic Church desires to express her deep
sorrow for the failures of her sons and daughters in every age.”5

The Pope could ask for forgiveness in the name of his fellow Catholics who sullied the mission
of the Church in their anti-Judaic actions, but not in the name of the unblemished mystical body of
Christ, the Church founded by Jesus, as Pius XII stressed. Even if well-intentioned, the distinction
was not only lost on most Catholics, but seemed self-serving for non-Catholics. The Church seemed
to admit, but not really admit, any culpability. This failure to hold the entre Church culpable left a
residue of innocence and even a space for victimhood then to be claimed, so that any outpouring of
disagreement and critique could be deemed anti-Catholic in some Catholic circles—a classic case of the
perpetrator now falsely claiming victimhood. More damning, think of the Abu-Ghraib scandals and
cited examples of torture and murder, orchestrated by the US government, in their response to 9/11 in
the War on Terror. Systemic, fundamental moral and legal failure was never admitted by the upper
end of the government and military (even as these policies were clearly planned and orchestrated at
the top). Only a few individuals carrying out those policies were punished in any way, and so deemed
outliers. Scapegoats.6

No one wants to admit culpability, of course, especially if money is involved; or in the case of
religious institutions, their foundational, core identity is at stake. It is my contention that no ideology,
religion, ethical philosophy, ethnicity, or nation can honestly and transparently portray themselves
without a fundamental brokenness and deep sense of historical failure in practicing their ideals and
beliefs towards the dignity and rights of others.7 Humility is a core virtue in accepting these difficult
truths.8

Humility is not subservient or servile. Humility is a candid and complete admission of who
and what we are, in a co-dependent and intertwined world, that is pithily expressed in the Buddhist
concept of interbeing9 or the Ubuntu notion that I am because we are.10 This virtue does not annul
personal responsibility or the role of individual moral striving and accomplishment. But it places such
accomplishments and setbacks in perspective. Humility can still rejoice in personal success and joys,
but these are tempered by an awareness that none of us (following Donne and—of religions—Heschel)
is an island. Such awareness helps foster what I call a humbled pride. More significantly, such humility
is deeply invested in others, especially partnered with empathy and love, and so is more attuned to
acknowledging failures, underdevelopments, missed opportunities, potential bias, and needed growth.
Seeing itself as beauty in brokenness, such a humbled perspective recognizes a need for others; for
repentance, and learning.11 While such behavior is rarely exhibited positively in the public square, I
am proposing such is needed if we desire our public square to be truly democratic, open, and robust.

In terms of the secular, and a secularity governed by the humility sketched above, it is an ideology
characterized by respecting, sometimes protecting (more passively, permitting) the practice of all faiths,
and none, so long as such beliefs and practices do not impinge and threaten the fundamental human

5 (Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews 1998).
6 On the wealth of this material, see, for example, (Mayer 2009; Hafetz 2016; Slahi 2015, 2017).
7 See, for example, (Admirand 2019).
8 On humility, see, for example, (Admirand 2018a; Foulcher 2015; Cooper 2013).
9 (Hanh 1987).
10 (Metz 2014).
11 See, especially, the essays in (Heft et al. 2011).
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rights of individuals. It shows no discrimination, or undue favoritism, to individuals or groups based
on religious (or non-religious) beliefs, criteria, belonging, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, age,
nationality, class, occupation, or other identity markers. As Taylor and Maclure note, the secular does
not replace the religious sphere in “an all-encompassing secular philosophical conception.”12

The secular should be seen as a developing, always questioning, and incipient position. The secular,
which is really an array of distinctive conceptions, strongly rooted in context,13 is not omniscient
or infallible. The various implementations of the secular, in, for example, the United States, India,
France, and Indonesia, showcase the variety and distinctions, and so a pluralist conception of the
secular. The secular, too, must be open to change and growth, which is why the secular needs as
diverse an array of opinions and comprehensive doctrines as possible. To bar religions from the public
square is the height of hubris and irresponsibility. Likewise, just as the inclusion of religion in the
public square requires limits (and sometimes sharp critiques),14 where beliefs and practice undermine
or deviate from standard human rights law and practices, the same standards must be applied to
the so-called non-religious. When we speak of multiple secularisms, we acknowledge secularity as
a broad conception and field. Some secularities are obviously not conducive to the deeply ethical,
dialogical, and humble practices highlighted here.15 Pol Pot’s Cambodia, Mao’s China, Stalin’s Russia,
and Hitler’s Germany all advocated an anti-religious form of secularity that is rightly condemned for
its genocidal ideology and disastrous social and political policies.

Nietzsche, to take a classic “secular” philosopher, would scoff at any claim of humility and
any genuine attempt at dialogue and commensurability between the supposed great—and all the
others.16 Below I highlight a specific non-religious secularity, namely secular humanism. The secularity
advocated here, regardless of claims about the role and influence of Nietzsche’s sister on his work,
would not be Nietzschean. Nor, for that matter, would it be Heideggerian, with its unrepentant
immersion and links with National Socialism.17 Again, this does not mean dialogue is not attempted
(or learning happens) with a Nietzschean or unrepentant Heideggerian, but I would contend a
Levinasian ideology, for example, is a more expansive and ethics-affirming philosophy to promote and
teach with the aim of a robust, but humble public square.18

Thus, when we speak about (re)forming a robust public square, we are also concerned with
pedagogy and learning, especially if seeking moral foundations. It is not surprising, then, that I support
a secular humanism rooted in social justice—though not claiming all humanisms and secularities are
interested in, let alone supportive, of such a moral platform.

Some may then wonder why a specific religious ideology cannot be the overarching foundation,
as long as it is open to other ways of being human, upholding human rights and dignity. Why, one
could contend, must society’s foundation be strictly non-religious, as opposed to being guided by
humble, but still hierarchically conceived theological concerns, and language? Underneath such laws
and practices would be a belief in a loving, Creator God for whom, love of God and love of creation,
are intertwined. Such love is what fuels social and moral justice and cooperation with one another
in seeking justice. Such notions should give non-religious advocates of the secular some pause for
thought. While skeptics will note that such a description can seem to resemble what the founding
fathers of US government had in mind, they can easily mention the moral failures in vision of that

12 (Maclure and Taylor 2011).
13 For global case studies of the secular, see, for example, (Zuckerman and Shook 2017; Lloyd 2018; Mahmood 2015; Rectenwald

et al. 2017; Smith and Baker 2015; Warner et al. 2013; Berg-Sørensen 2013; Bhargava 2012; Bilgrami 2016).
14 See, for example, (Mill 2000). On Mill, see (Ryan 2012); for critique, see (Ahn 2011).
15 I thank an anonymous reviewer for pushing me to elaborate further on this idea.
16 See, for example, (Nietzsche 1978a, 1978b, 1990). As I have noted elsewhere, though, “What we can glean from Nietzsche

is the need to balance power and humility and to recognize where humility can be a danger to an already oppressed or
humbled people” (Humbling Faith).

17 See, for example, (Patterson 1997; Sherratt 2013; Gordon 2014).
18 See, for example, (Lévinas 1990, 2007; Shankman 2010).
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cohort, especially in regards to slavery. But what of a deeply enlightened theistic ideology, that overlaps
with most so-called liberal secular concerns of social justice, and in no way discriminates against
atheists or those of other faiths, nor favors those who promote belief in God? Is such an ideology
possible in the 21st century?

Ultimately, theists, while infused by their doctrines and practices with a belief in God, should
acknowledge that no specific religion, especially theirs, should inhabit the powerful position of ultimate
adjudicator, or even be first among equals. Historical precedent alone should lead to this resignation
and humble and courageous abdication; however, their voice and commitment are required and
needed, and here is where a healthy humility can be beneficial. Rule and decree? no; but contribute as
an equal? Yes. What is the secular, then, but a striving for the possibility for full flourishing for as
many people as people, always open and attune to being corrected, rectified, and potentially amended?
It is often a bumpy road, suffused with gaps, incongruities, and uncertainty. To pretend otherwise,
to believe all answers are known, forever fixed and contained within its orbit, and so decree religion
(or doubt) has no place, is the first sign of both moral and ideological failure.

Let us now examine how the four areas highlighted in the title can help form a more robust
public sphere.

3. The Foundation: Interfaith Dialogue

The public square should be a forum of conversations and various types of dialogues. The practice
and field of interfaith dialogue19 can be an ally and guide in helping to foster such conversations. A few
preliminary points. By interfaith dialogue, I include all theist, atheist, and non-theist positions. While
some participants may not prefer to have their ideology listed or subsumed as a “faith”, the term still
seems preferable from a strictly interreligious dialogue, where the “religious” could be deemed more
restrictive. I say seemed because, like Ronald Dworkin, there are many atheists who call themselves
religious in various ways, especially through spirituality, deep connections with the universe and
creation, and in moral longing and praxis.20

Dialogue should also not be limited to the merely verbal exchange of ideas, beliefs, or information.
Interfaith dialogue comprises multiple ways and means of communication. We can begin with the
inner-dialogue, the dialogue of the self and then move to the basic, but pervasive dialogue of life.
Such a dialogue, rich and varied throughout the world, exhibits itself wherever the reality of religious
pluralism plays out, in our daily encounters with one another in shops, on the bus, in parks and
recreational activities, and in other neighborly and communal interactions. It need not explicitly
involve religious themes and identity. We also have the dialogue of action, especially pronounced in
cooperating together in striving for justice, peace, and the good of the most marginalized or poor, or
the protection of the environment, and other pressing concerns. Dialogue within our groups is called
intra-faith dialogue. Such dialogues can often be the most trying and challenging, as a so-called liberal
and so-called conservative Muslim may seem to have less in common than with a Jew who shares
one’s conservative or liberal bent. There is also the dialogue among those deemed leaders in various
religious and ideational groups, sometimes called institutional dialogue; and the dialogue among
religious and theoretical experts, sometimes deemed academic interfaith dialogue. Intermonastic
dialogue is a particular type of religious dialogue involving participants from various faith traditions
living a monastic life and so sharing and participating in one another’s rituals, feast days, and practices;
for example, a group of Catholic Cistercian monks spending prolonged periods in the meditation
practices of Buddhists in a Buddhist monastery. Sometimes these types of dialogues and interactions

19 For some foundational texts, see, for example, (Patel et al. 2018; Cohen et al. 2017; Latinovic et al. 2016; Kujawa-Holbrook
2014; Cormille 2013; Cheetham et al. 2013; Heft 2012; Cornille 2008; Tracy 1990).

20 (Dworkin, Richard 2013; Lightman 2018).
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overlap, but all are characterized by a genuine openness to the other, deep listening, mutual respect,
and transparency.

A key guide and resource in this area is Leonard Swidler’s much-cited “The Dialogue Decalogue:
Ground Rules for Interreligious, Interideological Dialogue.”21 The first principle, for example, states:
“The essential purpose of dialogue is to learn, which entails change.”22 Too often in the public square,
the purpose for dialogue seems to be conversion or proving another position is less sound or not viable.
As the other matches this confrontational approach, whatever results is rarely a dialogue. Of course, it
can all seem so personal and urgent, but has not the same been the case in interfaith dialogue, where
salvation, one’s soul, and other religious terminology reveal high, deep stakes? Such dialogue is not
only two-way participation (these should not be a series of monologues), but should be “honest and
sincere.” Especially useful is Swidler’s 3rd principle in the call to acknowledge potential future changes
in one’s position, and also current and past areas of struggle. In the public square, if one’s identity is
linked to a brand or ideology, then showing any doubt or disagreement with that link can seem to
erode one’s value. What usually happens is that such failures are covered up or vociferously defended,
with no inch to give. But a true dialogue cannot obscure these realities.

Jumping right into a controversial maelstrom: let us imagine you support Trump and the person
you are talking with is deeply opposed to the policies of the Trump administration. A true dialogue
here would mean both sides are open to learn from the other, practicing an honesty and sincerity that
can be self-critical (and justly critical of others), which does not mean a betrayal of one’s loyalties. Such
a Trump supporter, for example, may defend the majority of Trump’s policies without withholding
clear criticism or doubt about certain questionable actions (or late-night tweets).

As a Catholic theologian, I save some of my harshest assessments for the institutional church.
Such assessments, though, are ultimately guided by my deep hope and love of the moral ideals of the
Church as lived by Jesus and his followers like Francis of Assisi and Ignatius of Loyola. Such critiques
do not gainsay my rich, but complex, Catholic identity. In this regard, Swidler rightly reminds us in
the fourth principle that we only compare our ideals with our partner’s ideals, their practices with our
practices, not our idealized version of some aspect of our tradition and the on-the-ground failure of
our conversation partner.

Consider the final principle: “To understand another religion or ideology one must try to
experience it from within, which requires a ‘passing over,’ even if only momentarily, into another’s
religious or ideological experience.”23 This is very challenging, especially where we are convinced
the other’s way of life or views are faulty. If I am a convinced atheist, how can I even try to pass
over into a life where a so-called loving God is deemed real, especially if I was raised a theist and
fell away or turned away from such a position? Where are the limits? If I believe we need to protect
our national borders at all costs, for example, then why should I try to imagine a clearly erroneous,
misinformed view is potentially equal or superior to mine? In the next section we will examine what
Jewish theologian Irving Greenberg calls a “principled pluralism”, where there are limits and lines one
does not cross even as one practices a genuine expansiveness and hospitality to the other. But it is
crucial to try to see how the other sees and has come to see. Such empathy, coupled with humility, is a
crucial step in reminding us of the mirroring humanity of the other, and so the need to address one
another with respect, sincerity, and trust.

In terms of the proof of the value of interfaith dialogue, consider, for example, the sea-change in
relations between Jews and Catholics since the Shoah. There are Jewish documents like Dabru Emet,
and the December 2015 “Orthodox Rabbinic Statement on Christianity,”24 praising Catholic growth and
development in seeing and respecting Jewish people and beliefs. There are Catholic religious orders

21 For his helpful overview on its development, see (Swidler 2014).
22 Ibid. See also: (Swidler 1987).
23 (Swidler 2013, 2019).
24 (National Jewish Scholars Project 2002, 2015).
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like the Sisters of Sion who changed their initial charism from converting Jews to one of partnering,
learning with, and dialoguing with the Jewish people. There have been Church pronouncements that,
most recently, ended Catholic institutional attempts to convert the Jewish people. In reflecting on
such accomplishments, it can seem no ideological gulf or divide is so wide that honest, sincere people
meeting face-to-face cannot work towards shortening.

4. Embracing Religious Pluralism

Interfaith dialogue thrives not only where a diversity of faiths and positions is evident, but where
the salvific claims of other paths are at least seen as a possibility, if not reality. Practically, in the context
of religions portrayed as a marketplace of ideas, such competition can help religious systems to present
their most attractive face to the public. In a world where religious choice is limited or non-existent,
especially in a context where religious belonging is expected, a religion may not only misuse its power,
but show no inclination for change or development. If a community no longer favors one religious
faith (or any), the reality of choices and so the need for greater dialogue and discernment with one’s
followers can aid religions to keep examining the signs of the times and adjust and grow accordingly.
This practical religious pluralism can benefit religions, though it may also encourage a myopic, remnant
form of faith. Some groups fear and too easily dismiss the plethora and explosion of other faiths and
lifestyles and so hunker down, as it were, seeing the world outside as threatening. They prefer a small,
so-called loyal group than one accountable to those in the larger, outside world. Consider the general
public strand of the papacy during Pope Benedict’s tenure, for example, as opposed to the dialogical
and inclusive position advocated by his successor, Pope Francis.

Any position comes with risks, but advocating religious pluralism, while nurtured by humility
(and the social justice requirements of liberation theology), deftly positions one’s faith to hone its rich
resources and traditions, cull failures that exposure to the Other has unearthed, and inspire how and
where improvements, deeper self-inspection, and future goals are expected.25 Informed, humbled,
and challenged by the face-to-face dialogues with others in interfaith dialogue, religious pluralism
reflects on one’s conversation partners and friends with a renewed sense of hope and trust. Humbled
by the examples of solid moral living (this will especially be evident to religious believers observing
the moral lives of many secular humanists) tempers the easy judgment of seeing the other in darkness,
ignorance, or sin. It provides a more nuanced, complex picture of the named person before you. In this
regard, I also challenge religious believers (and anti-religious ideologues) to immerse themselves in the
lives and memories of what I call “testimonies of mass atrocity,” memoirs and accounts from horrors
like the Shoah, Rwandan genocide, gulags, and laogai.26 These layered, brutal, and both hopeless
and (sometimes) hopeful realities also paint historical and present failures fueled by our own faith or
ideological systems or practitioners. No one is exempt, as all religious, ethnic, and national systems
have unduly and unjustly harmed others. This reality is also part of humility and of being humbled.

Religious pluralism is the celebration of this otherwise despairing reality: for in a world limited to
only our flawed way of life, only our (broken) pronouncements and rituals, how resonant could be our
hope for moral growth and gaining closer to truth? We need the full flourishing of others. Celebrating
religious pluralism enables that flourishing.

But are there no limits? As noted, I advocate what Jewish theologian Irving Greenberg and others
call a “principled pluralism.” As he writes: “In principled pluralism, practitioners of absolute faiths
do not give up their obligation to criticize that which is wrong (or what they believe to be wrong)
or that which leads to less than full realization of truth, found in other faiths.”27 A key, sometimes
irresolvable, and often painstakingly frustrating area is how to interpret that adjective, “principled.”

25 See, for example, (Phan 2017; Schmidt-Leukel 2017; Gillis 1998; Tracy 1987; Goodman 2014).
26 See, for example, (Admirand 2012, 2014).
27 (Greenberg 2004).
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Based on what principles, by whom, and how? For some, this limit is rooted in basic human rights and
dignity, but as the moral impasse over abortion and euthanasia legislation shows, how one interprets
what is a life, or how and whether to affirm a meaningful life, or terms like dignity or the soul, can be
very arduous. My deeper concerns are focused on social justice, not doctrinal issues. This means I am
not overly concerned that there are myriad interpretations on the meaning and life of Christ, even as
I would privilege some christologies over others. The Qur’anic and Markan interpretations of who
Jesus was, for example, take a lot of theological gymnastics to try to reconcile, for at its basic level,
the Qur’an stresses that Jesus is only a human prophet and Mark’s gospel (in my reading) proposes
a human Jesus who is also miraculously and mysteriously divine, the Incarnation of God. Both
interpretations cannot be fully correct, but here is where religious diversity is a blessing, challenging
each group to clarify, re-clarify and sharpen one’s views and interpretations. This religious pluralism,
despite the reality of some dogmatic and scriptural differences, still hopes that the core life praised and
guided by these traditions can be equally healing and so salvific. Pope Francis telling Christians in
Morocco that their witnessing as Christians is more important than trying to convert Muslims is a key
example of this idea.28 If a Muslim’s soul or future existence was so tied to verbal and sacramental
commitment to the Church, then evangelizing at all costs (as in the pre-Vatican II Church) would have
to be heralded if a Catholic truly loved and cared for their Muslim brother and sister. The same would
be expressed towards the Jewish people. That the Catholic Church is now rethinking and reformulating
such institutional mission shows how even in these more controversial dogmatic issues, there is much
change in the air. Again, interfaith face-to-face dialogue, learning with and from one another, along
with a deeper honesty and humility, have been essential for such developments.29

Because social justice issues, and not dogma, are my main concern,30 I particularly highlight
liberation theology as a key resource which should not be overlooked.

5. Focus on the Poor: Liberation Theology

Liberation Theology was all but (officially) vanished and silenced by the Congregation for
the Doctrine of Faith under Joseph Ratzinger, who continued airing his distaste for that theology
during his papacy. A relatively young Mario Bergoglio, meanwhile, finding himself Jesuit Superior in
Buenos Aires in the early 1980s, touted the Vatican line, according to Paul Vallely, and removed all
liberation theological books from the Jesuit schools and libraries he oversaw.31 Where some of his
fellow Jesuits advocated radical forms of social justice advocacy, challenging societal, government,
and especially military law and practice (at a time of military juntas and in the wake of 30,000
desaparecidos in Argentina, for example),32 the young Bergoglio called for caution, if not more
traditional advocacy—prayers, mass, quiet acts of kindness and mercy.

What makes Francis so inspiring, though, is not that he is without faults and mistakes. Across the
left–right divide in the Catholic Church, plenty of individuals would claim he is not doing enough
for Church reform, others that he is doing too much, or does not fully understand the feminist and
women advocacy issues, or has failed to address comprehensively the child sex abuse crisis, and so
on.33 Despite these critiques, he exemplifies a religious leader who promotes and practices humility.34

He is constantly calling for repentance and deep self-examination among the clergy and admits some
of his own areas require greater diligence and faith. He is not afraid to admit where the Church needs

28 (Pullella and Eljechtimi 2019).
29 See, for example, (Cunningham 2015).
30 In this regard, I am deeply influenced by Paul Knitter’s ethical model of pluralism that focuses on praxis, peace, dialogue,

and liberation. See (Knitter 2017).
31 See, for example, (Vallely 2013). For an analysis of Pope Francis from a Chilean-born theologian, see (Aguilar 2014).
32 For a powerful memoir of an activist/victim of the attempted genocide during the military junta in Argentina, see

(Partnoy 1986).
33 See, for example, (Ellacuría and Sobrino 1993; Cardenal 2010; Claffey and Egan 2009; Espin 2015).
34 (Brockhaus 2018).
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to reform and where such reform remains lacking. Although some of this reform can be subtle, or
privilege actions over verbal pronouncements (where a clear pronouncement may have been more
controversial), his deeper, more recent advocacy of liberation theology is particularly noteworthy.
Consider, for example, his invitation to Gustavo Gutiérrez to the Vatican (and co-celebrating a mass
with him at the behest of former head of the CDF, Gerhard Ludwig Müller)35 which testifies to the
deep change in how liberation theology is now deemed in the Church. Consider also the sudden rise
in the status of Oscar Romero, the great Salvadoran Archbishop, killed while saying mass,36 but whose
martyrdom and sainthood status seemed stuck in limbo in the papacies of John Paul II and especially
Pope Benedict, but was ‘expedited’ fairly quickly during Francis’ papacy.37

I have some issues with Francis speaking about highlighting a purified liberation theology while
perhaps not sufficiently stressing a purified Church because of liberation theology, but no one can deny
both needed purifying. Liberation theology had much to learn about the role of women in the Church, a
more open discourse on sexual orientation, and a deeper interfaith focus and study.38 Liberation theology
still has the qualities and features that can heal the institutional church—namely: the preferential
option for the poor; its advocacy for social, legal, and this-world praxis for the most downtrodden and
marginalized; condemning and seeking to dismantle structural injustice that promotes inequality and
worsens the lives of the poor and oppressed; and its advocacy of base communities, church groups built
from the ground up. Such practices are rich and deeply beneficial to wider society, too.

Forged within the Exodus and especially Jesus stories, the most important aspect of liberation
theology is its zealous focus on this world and inequality, of a total commitment to discipleship in
healing and partnering with the outcasts of our world. It acknowledges that any spiritual liberation
needs to be joined with social justice advocacy and engagement.39 Such theology provides standards
and principles through which traditional religious expression—through dogma, sacraments, mass,
ritual, evangelizing—must be weighed and prioritized, best summed up in the Beatitudes and in Jesus’
saying: “whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers and sisters of mine, you did for me”
(Matt 25:40). It is this moral and social justice pivot that should be the fulcrum upon which interfaith
dialogue turns; and liberation theology sets the bar for where principled pluralism resides. As Jon
Sobrino writes: there is a “limit on pluralism” in our responsibility to the poor and oppressed, which
always takes precedence as any “partnership cannot conceal or minimize such suffering.”40

Must it be liberation theology that is advocated, though? Could not one promote feminist
theology, especially as women, and particularly poor women of color, remain the most stigmatized
and marginalized group? Or might not postcolonial theology be preferred with its reminder and focus
of how the vestiges of colonial domination and discrimination continue to play out in supposedly
post-colonial societies? What about black liberation theology, minjung theology, or Dalit theology—all
demanding identification and partnering with the outcast? Would not all these types of theologies
have great resonance for reforming the public square? While I would see liberation theology as a
foundational root of those other important branches, a type of umbrella theology in the same way as
the secular in wider society that incorporates all the religions of our world, I think there is no need
for division so long as the aims and agendas are fairly consistent. Liberation theology is primarily a
contextual theology, rooted historically in the Latin American landscape of the later decades of the
twentieth century, characterized by repressive governments, mass poverty and discrimination, and
compared to Asia, a less religiously diverse landscape.

35 (Wooden 2019).
36 (Eisenbrandt 2017).
37 We are also seeing movement and beatification for the martyrs in Argentina from the military junta and paramilitary forces

noted above. See (Martín 2019).
38 (Cooper 2013; Petrella 2005, 2006).
39 See (Admirand 2018b).
40 (Sobrino 1993; Dube 2000).
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This limitation is true, although in the areas I advocate for reforming the public square, I include
religious pluralism to compensate for such weaknesses. Regardless, no one theology or ideology
will be enough. And what of Christ? Jesus is at the heart of liberation theology, for it is in his image
and actions, where the theology gets its energy and purpose. Is this not another case of a religious
advocate promoting his particular branch of faith as the most important or cathartic piece for liberation
or transformation of the public square?

Let us recall that the public square is not an anodyne place where viewpoints will all harmonically
fall in line and no one is without subjectivity or bias. It should expect what I will call ‘informed, fair
bias, and subjectivity’ because no one can credibly claim for these personal, subjective elements to
be utterly washed away. Nor should they be; even where religious doctrine may be translated in the
public square, the original language (footnotes and all) should not be concealed. Part of the searching
and questioning for a truly robust public square entails elements of believing and belonging, personal
judgements, hopes, and affiliations. While the first two pieces advocated here are general, this third
piece (liberation theology) renders my argument more provincial and identifiable. I am open to the
real possibility that the aims of liberation theology may be better expressed for others in a different
system; perhaps the secular humanism discussed shortly. Liberation theology, especially humbled by
a feminist or post-Holocaust theology,41 still offers great promise when developed within interfaith
dialogue. While it will be chastened by the reality of religious pluralism, it can also help to refine and
challenge one’s conception of interfaith dialogue and religious pluralism.

If some kind of Christian theology is being promoted, though, why then advocate secular
humanism, too?

6. Secular Humanism

A number of years ago, atheist philosopher Jeffrey Stout famously argued for the need for religious
expression and participation in the public square.42 My argument here is related, but flipped on its
head. As a Catholic theologian, I am calling for a deeper partnership and commitment with and to
secular humanism in the public square and in issues of interfaith dialogue and religious pluralism
more broadly. As I have expressed elsewhere,43 there is no greater humbler to religious theistic faith
than a purely secular humanism committed to alleviating injustice and suffering in this world. Such
a commitment (and sacrifice) does not stem from hope for some post-mortem reward or to avoid
some kind of post-mortem punishment. The good of others drives secular humanists, if not purely
altruistically, then certainly without the many trappings, guilt-trips, and arguments from religions.

Including secular humanism as a key facet for reforming the public square is to remind religious
proponents that such voices are also needed, that these voices are unique and worth hearing, however
they call themselves: atheists, agnostic, lapsed believer, misotheist, and so on.

Too often religious proponents, believing (pun intended) that they are God’s gift to the world,
dismiss atheists and undermine atheist social justice activism by implying or saying that such atheists
need religion for their moral actions and advocacy to have some credible moral bedrock. Meanwhile,
most atheists shrug and just keep healing the poor or trying in their own way to minimize useless
suffering. Again, this should all be humbling for theists and remind them of the importance of
atheist-theist dialogue. Currently, for example, I am involved in fleshing-out a potential book with
secular humanist Andrew Fiala that seeks to promote the commonalities and points of convergence
among atheists and theists, without of course denying the obvious differences, or withholding relevant,
honest critique where desired or needed. In many recent texts of atheists seeking meaning in our world

41 See, especially (Pollefeyt 2018).
42 (Stout 2008).
43 See the forthcoming essay from (Admirand and Fiala forthcoming).
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(while also seeking to promote well-being and justice for many), I continue to see deep overlap, room
for dialogue, learning, and humbling, with theists and religious believers.44

In Fiala’s 2017 book, Secular Cosmopolitanism, Hospitality, and Religious Pluralism, he advocates
hospitality, as a secular humanist, that is truly open to learn and engage with those of religious faith.
As he writes, such “hospitality is grounded in modesty and openness.”45 In this regard, he joins
a number of post-New Atheist Atheists who have distanced themselves from the more pejorative,
confrontational, and often disrespectful, or inelegant presentation of religious faith that was the
hallmark of Hitchens and Dawkins. The result is not a softening or diminishing of truth but mutual
challenges and respect on both sides leading to deeper penetration and examination of truth questions.

The only way you really know if you have fairly presented another’s views and beliefs is when
those others respond to your words with “Amen”. When Fiala, Michael Ruse, Philip Kitcher, Louise
Anthony, Timothy Crane, Chris Steadman, and others present (and critique) religious, and specifically
Christians beliefs and views, I can respond with a nod of agreement. Such is a sign that the dialogue
can now begin as we start truly to see where the other resides.

Secular humanists resonate with Engaged Buddhists (who may also have a nontheist or atheist
ideology) who commit themselves to alleviating suffering.46 At their best, they are also deeply
committed to ecological issues, and so view their role as human beings with a profound responsibility
for all species, if not focusing on life more generally as what needs to be protected.47

7. Conclusions: Humbling the Discourse

There is a lot of bravado in the public square, especially politically, with talk of walls, provincial
government policies, and protectionism. Borders are getting tighter. The public square, many complain,
is almost helplessly vitriolic, as cooperating with the other side is looked upon with suspicion. While
there are always individuals who benefit from such political malaise and chaos, the poor continue to
suffer and the middle class get further squeezed and ignored. How to revitalize and reconstruct the
public square is no easy task. The areas promoted above, again, are no panacea, but they are ones
that both the religious believer and nonbeliever can support. Individually, but especially in tandem,
they promote a virtue—humility—that is too often ostracized, concealed, or misunderstood, and yet is
deeply needed in our public square.

Interfaith dialogue, in all its various manifestations and levels, promotes what has become
increasingly overlooked—the value of extended face-to-face interactions that promote honesty and
sincerity. Moving far beyond the medieval aim to convert and prove another wrong, these dialogues
are rooted in mutual learning, listening, and development. They also come with a rich pedigree,
especially if one examines the great strides in post-Shoah Jewish–Christian dialogue. Such dialogue is
never easy, especially in areas of past or ongoing military conflict, where crimes and atrocities have
been, or still are being, committed. Yet, ultimately, if one truly wants to face the past, such dialogue,
especially following the principles of Leonard Swidler’s Dialogue Decalogue, seem indispensable.

Embracing religious pluralism is also both a deep humbler and a purifier. Again, the fact of
religious diversity is not merely what is accepted, but takes joy and hope in such multifaceted
expressions of belief and belonging—which also in many ways overlap, as seen with Hans Kung’s
global ethic or examinations of the golden or silver rule.48 The landscape of religious pluralism
not only means most faiths must be attuned to developments and strengths in other traditions, but

44 See, for example, (Carroll and Norman 2017; Dworkin, Richard 2013; Hedges 2017; Kitcher 2014; May 2015; Antony 2007;
Ruse 2015; Stedman 2012; Crane 2017).

45 (Fiala 2017).
46 On Engaged Buddhism, see (Hanh et al. 2019).
47 See, for example, (Shook 2010).
48 On the golden rule in world religions, see (Neusner and Chilton 2008). On the global ethic, see (Küng 2004). For an

examination of the viability of ordinary moral virtues in the context of globalization, see (Ignatieff 2017).
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provide resources and opportunities for what Krister Stendahl rightly called “holy envy.”49 Such
envy can inspire groups to emulate and practice what they find so appealing or challenging in other
traditions, or which may have been overlooked in one’s traditions. Consider again the development of
Engaged Buddhism (in many ways inspired by Christian liberation theology’s focus on social justice)
or Christianity’s more recent awareness and teaching on environmental ethics, inspired by the Asian
religions and indigenous faiths.50 Such envy is not only a healthy means of humbling but a path
towards greater wholeness and hope.

Liberation theology’s total focus on the poor and oppressed should remind all of us what is most
at stake and important in many of the issues examined and debated in the public square—the plight
of billions in our world with failing healthcare, lack of food and clean water, and other basic human
rights. It also highlights the gross inequalities in many first-world countries where urban blight or
exurban and rural neglect co-exist with places of inordinate capital51 and wealth. And the gap is only
growing, as many economists note. Why the Catholic Church silenced and marginalized liberation
theology will remain another of its great failures, but a testament to the Church’s history of rebirth
and regeneration is currently on view with liberation theology’s resurrection under Francis. The same
man who once followed Vatican orders and removed liberation theology books is now promoting the
theology in his talks, sermons, and actions. While talk of a “purified” liberation theology must be
clarified both by how liberation theology needed to develop (as noted, especially in its promotion of
gender equality and interfaith dialogue) and how liberation theology has helped to purify the Church
in its focus and devotion to social justice, the language of purification is a shrewd way to help reunite
both left and right behind liberation theology. Again, other theologies resembling or branching off

from liberation theology are also means of humbling and of giving clear guidance and principles to the
dialogue and pluralism advocated.

Finally, as a further means of humbling and purifying, secular humanism is praised as an essential
partner and piece in any hope of regenerating the public square. This is especially important as a
vocal though minority discourse often argues for the removal of religion from the public square or
against any employment of its full, comprehensive doctrine. While this form of exclusivism has been
challenged in this article, secular humanism is a means of maintaining and focusing on human rights
and social justice issues,52 in partnership with, or separately from, religious motivations and language.
Especially if challenged by an ecological ethic, secular humanism (and again I include within its
purview human rights discourse) presents a unifying force across religious and nonreligious lines.
What is John Rawls’ difference principle,53 for example, if not a secular preferential option for the poor?
Does secular humanism need the other areas? Of course, our world is deeply, inherently religious.
Silencing or barring the religious voice is self-defeating, but those voices also need to be purified and
humbled. Dialogue and partnership with secular humanists can support that crucial role.

While such areas have already borne much fruit in our world, is this enough to purify and humble
much of the discourse in the public square? If implemented further at all levels of education, even
becoming part of standard corporate ethical manifestos and legal language, would it help a Brexit and

49 For a multi-religious interpretation of the term, see (Gustafson 2018).
50 This interfaith learning and the need for interfaith dialogue and cooperation is especially evident in Pope Francis’ Laudato

Si’. http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/encyclicals/documents/papa-francesco_20150524_enciclica-laudato-si.html.
51 See (Piketty 2014).
52 By social justice, I am restricting meaning here to the laws, policies, and systematic structures which impact the lives and

dignity of the most marginalized: economically, socially, politically, culturally, and spiritually. A call for social justice is
thus to implement policies and laws that support the human rights, dignity, and well-being of all, especially the poor and
vulnerable. Could this be a form of socialism, as one anonymous reviewer, opined? It seems most likely, but not necessarily
required. See (Stevenson 2015). If social justice is deemed as basic moral respect and kindness to all sentient beings,
especially as some form of the golden rule, then it is deeply present in all religions. The ends are generally complementary
(a more just, compassionate, kind world), but the methods, especially in terms of political involvement and engagement,
will differ in scale and scope. Regarding social justice and Asian religions, see, for example, (Tsomo 2004; Kim 2017; Yuan
2019; Lande 2013).

53 (Rawls 2003).

http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/encyclicals/documents/papa-francesco_20150524_enciclica-laudato-si.html
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anti-Brexit advocate to sit down over coffee and talk sincerely, or a deep red Trump supporter with an
AOC-supporting independent, a backer of Pope Benedict’s theology and a Catholic convinced Pope
Francis is not doing enough to reform the Church; a pro-choice and pro-life advocate? If you have
(reasonable) doubts about such prospects, then despair could seem the only option at more intransigent
examples (the Israeli-Palestinian crisis; Ukraine/Russia; Tibet/China; ISIS and the West, and so on).
Cleaning up and restoring our public square will take a lot of effort, intellectual machinery of all sorts,
and a large dose of humility.

What is presented is a way forward for regeneration and revitalization of our public square, a
further means for as many people as possible to be involved in the conversation, and to help facilitate
deeper and humbler conversations. While always a work-in-progress, such full participation and
conversation should always be at the heart of the public square.
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